The purpose of this article is to develop the dimension reduction techniques in panel data analysis when the number of individuals and indicators is large. We use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method to represent large number of indicators by minority common factors in the factor models. We propose the Dynamic Mixed Double consistency. Simulation also shows that the DMDFM can improve prediction power of the models effectively.
Introduction
Processing of large scale data sets of macroeconomic has been one of the cumbersome problems in panel data analysis. Compared with micro panel data, macro panel data have more indicators which usually correlate each other. Panel data include cross section and time series data, so the cross correlation results from two aspects: periods and individuals dependency. If these dependency exist, regardless of where they results from, panel data model should be reflected, e.g., comparing economic development situation across countries or regions. If every country or region have been regarded as an individual and have been observed by continuous time, they have cross section and time series correlation because some of items have same economic structure and common trends. Similarly, micro panel data have analogical issue, e.g., assets allocation and portfolio management in stock market focus on the business industry and security market volatility simultaneously, which also can be seen as cross section and time series correlation, among others. On the other hand, these large dimensional panel data sets don't need also to study correlation between variables and individuals, but also need to consider reducing the number of indicators, the later usually be known as dimension reduction techniques.
Factor model have been utilized to analysis large scale macroeconomic data sets long time. These macro data sets have hundreds of indicators and some common trends owing to co-movements of variables, where common trends reflect correlation of cross section. Chamberlain and Rothschild (1983) utilize approximate factor structure to study risk free arbitrage portfolio for large scale assets when they have weak correlation within each other. They obtain the same results as Ross (1976) arbitrage pricing theory. Forni et al. (2000) propose the method of identification and estimation in Generalized Dynamic Factor Model (GDFM). GDFM is the factor model which includes the lag term of factors and cross-correlation of idiosyncratic components. Different from time series and cross section data, panel data include three dimension: individuals; periods; variables. We consider the case of short panel data in this article at first, where the number of individuals N is larger than periods length T . Of course, we will relax this condition at the end of this article. Simultaneously, the number of observable variable p can be larger than N and T . Classic statistical modeling methods face multi-collinearity problem. We decompose factors of regressors with principal component analysis (PCA) method. With minority common factors (factor scores) representing large number of explanatory variables, we reduce the number of indicators and parameters to be estimated. On the other hand, common factors reflect correlation among variables.
DMDFM include lag terms of dependent variable in the right hand side (RHS), they have correlate with common factors of regressors and error component. So, we use generalized method of moments (GMM) to estimate the model. Arellano and Bover (1995) study the linear moments conditions and choose the optimal weighting matrix in GMM estimation of dynamic panel data. DMDFM have more complicated structure than classic dynamic pane data model because they include double factors. In this case, The choice of optimal instrumental variables are very important. We divide the estimation processes of DMDFM into two steps. Firstly, we obtain idiosyncratic component correlated with regressors via GMM estimation, then utilize PCA method to decompose them and substitute the results of factor decomposition into origin model. Secondly, we apply difference transformations to the model then estimate the new model with error factors by GMM. By two step iterative method we acquire the uniform optimal estimators. The results of two step estimation can be used to predict the future values of dependent variable.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 will give some notation and the construction processes of DMDFM. Specification and assumptions of DMDFM will be given in section 3. Section 4 discuss two important problems in DFDFM, one is choice method of factors number, the other is the choice of estimation method. Simulation results will be given in section 5, in which we will simulate the data generation processes of DMDFM. Some conclusion and remarks are provided in section 6.
Panel data dynamic Mixed Double Factor Model

Panel data factor model
In panel data model, let X it and Y it denote the observed value of regressors and responsor on the tth period across the ith individual, i=1,· · · ,N ; t=1,· · · ,T . X it is a p dimensional column vector, p is the number of regressors. Hsiao (2003) consider the following model, which slope coefficients are constant and interception term varies over individuals and time:
If the interception terms of above model are regarded as covariances, then the model can be rewritten as matrix form:
where B is p×1 vector to be estimated, u it is random error term. Pesaran (2006) propose estimation and inference of linear heterogeneous panel data through multi-factors error structure model:
where the error term become multi-factors error structure:
where, G t is unobservable common effects, it is individual idiosyncratic error. If G t correlate with X it , X it can be expressed as linear combination of G t , which named common correlated effect (CCE). Bai (2009) consider special case when the number of individuals N and periods T are very large, factor loadings and common factors are regarded as unobservable parameter of interactive fixed effects model:
he previous model's identification, consistency, limiting distribution of the estimators have been discussed.
In the case of high dimensional panel data analysis, for reducing individual data dimension and reflecting panel data dependent structure feature among individuals, Bai (2003) transfer the regressors of model (1) by common factors:
in which, Λ i are factor loadings, F t are common factors vector, if the number of common factors is r, then r common factors can be written as:
is idiosyncratic error; here, Λ i , F t and e it all unobservable. Model (1) is rewritten as: 
where Y it is dependent variable, represent observed value on tth period across ith individual; Y iw is a column vector composed of the lag terms of
β L and β F are h × 1 and r × 1 parameters vector to be estimated, F it is unobservable 1 × r common factors vector. Regressors X it can be decompose to:
Λ is p × r factor loadings matrix, different from equation (3), here r common factors decompose from p regressors (r < p), but equation (3) decompose from N individuals.
Another group common factors G t and correspondent factor loadings Γ i are unobservable 1 × s vector, obtained from regression equation:
Next, decompose factors from idiosyncratic error u it as equation (2) . i.e.
where s common factors and corresponding factor loadings can be written as:
With matrix notation, omit subscript of individuals and periods, rewrite equation (7) as simplified style:
where Y and Y L is T × N and T × N × h matrix respectively; F is a T × N × r matrix with r indicator; G and Γ is T × s and N × s matrix respectively; β L and β F is h × 1 and r × 1 coefficient vector.
From model (8) 
Identification and assumption of DMDFM
Generally, we assume that the number of individual N and periods length T are very large when we investigate high dimensional panel data. We pay more attention to large N and p, where the dimension of individuals and indicators is very large. The relative size of N and p aren't restricted strictly.
The problem of parameters estimation and variable identification derived from not enough restriction condition, in this case the values are not solely. To factor model, the problem of proper identification and estimation include more assumptions than classic panel data model. We apply some assumption condition to factors and factor loadings, the constraint condition also apply to error term, regressors and model (2) (5) (6) (7).
a2. E(F F ) = Σ F F , where Σ F F is order r positive diagonal matrix; the subscript of F it is omitted for simplicity.
a3. Γ Γ/N → I s .
a4. E(G t G t ) = Σ GG , where Σ GG is order s positive definite diagonal matrix.
Because 
b2. E F 4 < ∞, and p c1.
c3. For every(t,s),
Assumption of error term and its moments come from three parts: mean, variance, moments condition, they are also called weak correlation assumption. Assumption c1 restrict weak correlation of time series and mean of error term ruled out by twice factor decomposition, where the weak correlation is ready to the follow discussion of dynamic factor model. Assumption c2 represent cross section correlation. Assumption c3 give high order moments condition with uniform bound. Assumption c4 is covariance bound of TS/CS, which is more stricter than c1-c3.
The idiosyncratic error e it and it from regressors X it and error term u it must satisfy assumption of factor decomposition, i.e., idiosyncratic errors are mutually independent, mean 0, diagonal covariance matrix with off-diagonal elements 0.
Assumption D: (Dependent variable, common factors and model parameters)
Assumption D impose on the relationship between regressors and error term, which propose key condition being utilized to parameters estimation. Assumption d1 reflect correlation of regressors in model (5), assumption C have given some weak correlation in the other variables. Assumption d2 is very strong which ensure model (5) can be estimated. Assumption d3 restrict the bound of β L and β F .
Assumption A-D describe inner structure of model (2)- (7), and guarantee every model can be estimated. We will study how to estimate the model and discuss the asymptotic property of estimator under large N and large p. 
where R t is N × 1 vector, the dynamic refer to lag effect of factors, which is different from the dynamic model of dependent variable in this article.
We decompose factors twice in this paper, firstly we utilize equation (2) to handle weak correlation and reduce dimension of individual, where common factor composed of common shocks by different individual. Secondly, we use classic PCA method to decompose factor in equation (2) and (6). We will apply two different methods to choose the number of factors . Choose the factor number of regressors in model (6) can use nonparametric scree plot method because the common factors of model (6) extracted from large indicators as multivariate analysis, in which factors number determined by scree plot method through contribution rate of variance can reflect indicator information maximize.
Remark 1:
We decompose factors on every periods, and obtain different factor num-bers vary with periods. It s very important to choose a unify number of factors, which can improve analysis efficiency. Here, we choose the maximum contribution rate of variance to determine the number of common factors.
To determine the factors number of idiosyncratic error u it is more complicated because they are additional information after several times transformation. Bai and Ng (2002) propose two styles choice strategies of number factors for panel data, they all derived from Mallows (1973) 
One of them is panel data C p criteria (P C p ), it has three styles, the basic case is:
where
with square sum of error plus a penalty function. P C p2 and P C p3 are similar with
The other one is panel information criteria (IC p ), correspondence with P C p , they also have three styles, one of them is:
The advantage of this criteria is that it doesn't depend on square errorσ P C p and IC p information criteria all can be used to factors number choice for panel data. DMDFM decompose factors twice. Equation (6) is a multivariate PCA decomposition, however equation (2) is a panel data factors decomposition of error component.
In the processes of idiosyncratic error U it decomposition, the choice of factors number utilize P C p and IC p minimization criteria. The regressors' factors number will be chosen by variance contribution method or scree plot method.
Estimation processes of DMDFM
The estimation processes of DMDFM (2)- (7) can be divided into following four steps:
Firstly, decompose factors with regressors X it ; Secondly, estimate model (7); Thirdly, decompose factors with error term u it ; At last, estimate model (5). The two step estimation and two step factors decomposition are different with their realized processes respectively.
At first, we reduce the dimension of multiple indicators of regressors X it from p to r (r < p), where the number of factors r is determined by the rate of variance contribution. The results can be expressed as:
Remark 2: Common factorsF it and factor loadingsΛ are unobservable, and the information of regressors X it are reflected through common factorsF it . Here, we use factor scores in equation estimation rather than common factors. Factor scores can be obtained by weighting least square or other methods.
Next, substituteF it and Y it s lag terms Y iw into model (7), use Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) to obtain models initial parameter estimatorsβ L andβ F . Furthermore, calculate the error of model (7) from the results of GMM estimation:
Then, decompose factor with u it , use P C p and IC p criteria to determine the number of common factors s. The results of decomposition can be written as:
Finally, substitute the results of twice factor decomposition into model (5), and estimate model (5) , obtain the estimation parametersβ L andβ F and the prediction
When estimate model (5), we can getΓ Γ /N = I r through assumption a3 and a4, which provide the identification condition of common factors and factor loadings. At the same time, equation (10) provide the result of decomposition for common factors G t and factor loadings Γ i , soG tΓ i in equation (11) can be observable. We consider the correlation among lag terms and regressors when we estimate model (5). Thus, we utilize GMM to estimate the parameters of model (11) .
Above four step estimation method include two step factor decomposition and two step model estimation. Here, we consider applying generalized moments method (GMM).
Realization of estimation processes
Model (5) 
Because common factor G t and factor loading Γ i obtained from decomposition of equation (10), G t and Γ i are observable when estimate model (12), denoted byG t andΓ i , and model (12) become
For simplicity, we still use notation it represent error component in model (13 
Here, (G t −G t−1 )Γ i is observable scalar variable, it can be combined with constant term when we estimate model (12) , as well as add a constant term into model (12).
Remark 3:
We assume factor decomposition of error component can be substituted into constant terms, so they can be regarded as constant factor amongst common factors F it . If this, we should replace F it with new notation. For the sake of brevity, we still use the same notation as before, but the factorization results of error components are regarded including in the error terms of model (13) .
The first order difference transformation of model (13) can be written as
the lag terms of
and E[Y it−j−2 ( it − it−1 )] = 0. For the ith individual, which includes T (T −1)/2 moment conditions. The difference of the error term, ( it − it−1 ), t = 2, · · · , T , are denoted by ∆ i , here r explanatory variables F it have similar features with Y it−2−j ,
Thus, we obtain r × T × (T − 1) moment conditions for ith individual, predetermined variables and exogenous variables can determine T (T − 1)/2 + r × T × (T − 1) moment equations of residual term. Denotes
the T (T − 1)/2 + r × T × (T − 1) moment equations can be written as:
these moment equations provide some moment conditions to error terms. For simplicity, omit the subscript t for all variables, and obtain matrix form for the model:
Denotes
for the ith individual, the previous moment equations can be written as:
Because the number of moment equations in equation (16) is
which is much larger than the number of parameter to be estimated in model (15) , r+1,
we impose some restriction conditions on it. The residual sum of squares of model (15) define as follows:
We can obtain uniform optimal estimator of unknown parameter through minimizing objective function (17) . Too many moment conditions lead the moment equations (16) no solution. To acquire valid conditions of parameter estimation, we seek some positive definite matrix A which transform objective function (17) to be as follows:
Through minimizing objective function (18), we can obtain estimatorsρ andβ F of parameter ρ and β F , by choosing appropriate positive definite matrix to minimize objective function (18) . The covariance matrix of Z i ∆ i is:
which estimation results can be written as:
from the results of Hansen (1982) , optimal alternative A O of positive definite matrix
N . From previous assumption C, error term it is i.i.d., mean 0, variance σ 2 , so we have:
According to the one step estimation method of Arellano and Bond (1991), known transformation matrix can't extract the information of error term thoroughly. We consider using two-step estimation method, utilize the residualˆ (1) iˆ
i . Then we minimize objective function (18) and obtain the estimators of ρ and β F similar with Arellano and Bond (1991):
where ∆Y −1 and ∆F are N (T − 1) vector and N (T − 1) × r matrix respectively, which represent predetermined variables and exogenous variables. These two styles of variables can be estimated respectively or simultaneously as explanatory variables.
The meaning of A O and Z as previous, represent optimal choice of transformation matrix and weighted matrix respectively. Z is a block diagonal matrix composed by the instrumental variables.
Theory results
GMM estimation solve population moment equations through sample moment conditions, with regard to the case of over identification, we transform them to just identification by weighted matrix or transformation matrix A. If the optimal weighted matrix and the instrumental variable matrix have been correct chosen, the GMM estimators satisfy consistency and asymptotic normality. The sample estimators of parameter of equation (19) obtained through minimizing objective function (18) can be written as:
RHS of model (5) 
The proofs of theorem 1 can be found in Appendix A.
The conclusion (1) analogize from equation (19) and (20) . The estimation results of model parameter have consistency, so can apply to extrapolation and prediction.
Suppose random error term it is i.i.d., and mean 0, variance σ 2 normal distribution, where optimal transformation matrix A O and weighted matrix Z are chosen in GMM estimation, we obtain
which is the asymptotic variance of estimator.
Rewritten objective function (18) :
Solving first order partial derivative to objective function O N with respect to parameter β L and β L :
where R(β L , β F ) = (β L , β F ) are first order partial derivative with respect to parameter to be estimated, because we obtain estimation results of (20) via minimize objective function (18) , which converge to (19) consistently. Furthermore, consider random matrix R converge to matrix R 1 w.p.1., denote
here assume √ N O N converge in distribution to normal distribution with mean 0.
Above analysis all base on short panel data (T < N ), furthermore, consider long panel data which periods length T and individual number N tend to infinity simultaneously, and
other notation unchange, denote
Under the given correlation assumption, when periods length T → ∞, GMM estimators of dynamic double factors model satisfy asymptotic normality. The conclusions see theorem 2. 
(2) Explanatory variables have serial correlation, dependent variable have not cross section correlation, N, T → ∞, and T /N → C, C is constant (long panel data),
The proofs of theorem 2 see Appendix B.
The conclusions of theorem 2 are asymptotic normality of sample estimator for short 
then the interactive effect of error term and IV aren't considered, this is more stronger
Obviously, choosing different IV Z also influence asymptotic variance of √ N O N , furthermore Σ 1 and Σ 2 , so different number of IV will get different estimation results.
For GMM estimation, appropriate IV come from higher order lag terms and exogenous variables, so it is important to choose the order of lag terms. Meanwhile, if every estimator of parameter to be estimated have asymptotic normality, by Slutsky's lemma, the asymptotic properties of the sum of these estimator will be obtained.
Simulation Study
DMDFM consider time series correlation and cross section correlation simultaneously.
To reflect these two styles of correlation, simulation processes permit that common 
compared with model (5), DGP add some restriction conditions to reflect realized issue, which in terms of five parts: Interception; first order lag of dependent variable; common factors of covariates; common factors and factor loadings of error components; idiosyncratic errors. As mentioned above, we choose two common factors from each group factors.
Interception terms generated by normal distribution:
To reflect series correlation, the error term of model (5) generated by AR(1) pro-cesses:
this part of errors represent idiosyncratic error generated by factors decomposition.
From the factor decomposition processes of equation (2), the other part of error components reflect in common factors and factor loadings of error term. Assume common factors of error component retain lag factors, and expressed them as AR (1) processes from different idiosyncratic errors. First order correlation coefficient generated by uniform distribution, two error components DGP can be written as:
where factor loadings of error component always generated by uniform distribution or normal distribution, here we use uniform distribution. 
where level term compose of an individual random coefficient multiplied by an AR (1) processes. First order auto-correlation coefficients and initial value of AR (1) processes have been given, the others generate from AR(1) processes. Two common factors DGP of explanatory variables are:
random error of common factors terms generate from normal distribution:
individual correlation components generate from spatial auto-regression SAR(1), which can be generated by: by the following three items:
(i) From assumption as before, given optimal weighting matrix A O can obtain unique optimal estimator of β. β is continuous vector definite on Euclid space R n , space Θ constituted by β is a subset of R n , and is closed and bounded. Q. E. D.
(2) The proof is similar with (1), with the same argument, we can prove it.
